GETTING
BUSINESS
BACK SAFELY

A FULL-SERVICE
SAFETY ROUTE FOR
ALL PREMISES TO
ALLOW PEOPLE TO
RETURN SAFELY

CONTACT US
www.safeprem.com
info@safeprem.com
@safe_prem

SAFER JOURNEY

SECURE

A FULLY INDEPENDENT
END TO END COVID SAFE
SERVICE

Secure appointments using app
technology. Allowing the user to achieve
a specific timeslot for their visit. Thereby
avoiding queues and non-distanced
contact.

ARRIVE
Arrive whereby visible technology led
displays accurately and reliably inform
on the social distancing led safety of the
premises before entering.

FEEL & TOUCH
Feel and Touch with the latest in surface
cleansing solutions. Including
touch screens, glass, ceramic, and
metallic surfaces.

OUR MISSION
To provide a fully independent
end to end Covid safe service
using the SafePrem SAFER
Journey process. Our entire
journey approach makes us
unique in that we co-prioritise
the elements of the journey
that matter most to the client
in their quest to keep their
colleagues and customers safe.

EXPLORE
Monitoring safe distance flow and
intervening when possible contagion
causing bunching is taking place within
the premises

RESTORE
Air cleansing and filtration to capture
virus and bacteria particles to deliver
best in class clean air quality

OUR APPROACH

EXPERTS IN

ENSURING YOUR

PREMISES ARE

COVID SECURE

We are the ‘go to’ directory and ‘service
connector’ for all of your SAFER space
requirements.
We work with the best providers
worldwide in each of the journey points
of the 5 steps to SAFER space.
We employ proven risk assessment
tools in helping our clients to identify
their key Covid Safety hotspots.
We review your SAFER space
requirements with you and
recommend which of the 5 steps to
SAFER space are most needed for your
premises.

BACK TO WORK
BACK TO SCHOOL
BACK TO PUBLIC BUILDINGS
BACK TO SHOPS
BACK TO RESTAURANTS
BACK TO THEATRES

We constantly review our provider
partners to ensure
that we can bring the best in class
solutions to you.
We are acutely aware of financial
limitations. Therefore we always ensure
that we only propose those solutions
that are most needed to keep your
premises SAFER.

